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  Mercy! What a whirl things are in! I do not know what to make of it. 
  I feel as if I were being belched out of a volcano; there is water 
  and mud, and everything is in a perfect whirl. There are great pieces 
  of rock beside me, some larger than I feel myself to be, though I am 
  of great size. This is the strangest feeling I ever had. I am sent up 
  whirling in a torrent of water, mud and rocks; not sent out, but it 
  is puff, puff", whirl, whirl, all of us flying round together. Now 
  I'm lodged. I can hear that puff, puff, however, and with every puff, 
  the water rushes out, so that it seems as though the volcano were 
  vomiting ... Another gush and I am washed a long way off ... I am now 
  a way down the side of a mountain and I feel quite benumbed ... Here 
  I lie for a long time. [emphasis mine]. (28) 

 
  I may, at times, by force of my will-power, after having reached the 
  locality from which the specimen was obtained, move in any direction, 
  and to almost any distance, either on the surface or below it; and in 
  the same way may go backward in time almost indefinitely; I may 
  examine, with considerable minuteness, objects that would seem to 
  bear no relation whatever to the specimen; I may name with tolerable 
  accuracy, and at times with, perhaps exact precision, the locality 
  from which the specimen was obtained; but I do it by a sense of the 
  position I then occupy, instead of judging my whereabouts by any 
  knowledge of the course by which my position has been reached. 
  Indeed, I seem as it were, to close my eyes on that which immediately 
  surrounds me, only to open them on that by which the specimen has 
  been surrounded at by some other time and in some other place, and by 
  which I then seem to myself to be also surrounded [emphasis mine]. 
  (30) 

 
  I obtain a mixture of objects. I see a deep window in a thick 
  partitioned wall, but there is no glass in it. I notice small statues 
  and coloured images of deities upon the walls, that are very numerous 
  and varied. On a level with that window are pilasters with square 
  capitals ... Through an arched opening I see the shadowy form of a 
  man, and now another one with something peculiar on his head. Both 
  sit on something quite high compared with the height of the space. 
  They sit with their feet up in some way. The first I saw is beckoning 
  to someone. The men's dresses are full; not tight as men's are now 
  ... Now I am in a darker room that is very beautifully adorned ... I 
  obtain the influence of a place where they worshipped idols. The 
  walls seem full of that influence ... I have passed into a large room 
  there where there are pillars; the work about them seems heavy. The 
  walls are all decorated with those figures; they are done well for 
  their style, which I do not much admire. These people care much more 
  about art than worship [emphasis mine]. (34) 

 
  George's statements seemed to indicate that he was doing things other 
  than just performing intuitively; he was recalling or relating events 
  far back in time (retrocognition), he was seeing events taking place 
  (clairvoyance), he was going up in the air to make observations while 
  his physical body stayed on the ground (astral travelling), and he 
  spoke of receiving symbolic and verbal messages (clairaudience and 
  clairsentience), such realization, combined with George's accuracy, 
  was, as I have said, "mindboggling." (48) 
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Art history and crime investigation share a forensic perceptual epistemology. Both seek to uncover
knowledge in order to evaluate past events through current evidence. Whereas art historians decipher
the legacies of content, style, medium, context of production and provenance of artworks, police
detectives comb the traces of materials, DNA, actions and motives at crime scenes. In fact, there are
instances where perceptual methods of art history have been adopted by law enforcement agencies. At
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, art historian Amy Herman designed a course for criminal investigators
to hone their observation skills through detailed studies of artworks. Police investigators were
presented with paintings to analyze as if they were a crime scene: one could tell, for example, that the
woman in Edward Hopper's Automat (1927) is having coffee because if it were tea there would be a
spoon or teapot. (1)

In recent years, a more intuitive modality of forensic intelligence--psychometry--has emerged from the
periphery of crime investigation and prime-time televisual dramas such as Medium and Ghost
Whisperer, which both centre on mediumship. (2) Psychometry involves touching an object in order to
precipitate clairvoyance. Typically, details about an artifact's historical contexts and events associated
with its use, as well as the emotions of people connected with it, are discerned. (3) In this way, psychics
can locate missing people while holding a piece of their clothing or metal jewellery through a process of
intuitive attunement. Clairvoyant Diana Wiseman related to me that the police in the metropolitan area
now go directly to psychics for assistance, rather than by less direct means. (4) While collaborations
with psychics have now become an accepted technique of forensic investigation in law enforcement,
there have been instances where clairvoyants' readings were so astoundingly accurate in their
knowledge of criminal cases that they themselves became suspects. In addition to working as an
extension of the microscope in forensic crime investigations, psychometry can also serve as a
telescope to the past, enabling clairvoyant understanding of the historical contingencies of artifacts.

While the means through which psychometric knowledge is actually produced are not yet understood
within the purview of neuroscience or cognitive psychology, the results are nevertheless convincing. (5)
Within paranormal discourse, psychometry is the ability to read what are reputedly magnetic, energetic
or even "ethereal" signatures imprinted in an object. (6) Emerging with the rise of spiritualism in mid-
19th-century America, a physician named James Rhodes Buchanan theorized that psychometry
operated as the nerves both send and receive electrical vibrations, which he identified as the "nerve
aura." This normally invisible aura imprints on things with which it comes into contact. Psychometry by
clairvoyant mediums--those whom Buchanan termed "psychometers"--could discern the "soul of
objects," or their ethereal counterparts. (7) Much in the manner that resonant information is recorded
on CDs, DVDs, video and film, the etheric signature of an object can be psychometrically replayed,
stilled or zoomed into by a clairvoyant haptically reading its vibrations in order to describe related
scenes and emotions, and, in turn, impart the object's history. Akin to dowsing, psychometry involves a
proprioceptive holding and aligning of attention. This can involve the affective register of telepathy--
feeling at a distance--that forges a connection of palpable empathy and insight. At the same time,
psychometry can involve retrocognition, an orientation of travelling back in time. (8)

Outsider epistemologies and even "crank theories" stemming from right brain intuitions have become
interesting territories for artistic and curatorial investigation. (9) An exhibition project entitled
Psychometry (2009), curated by Berlin-based curator D-L Alvarez, used the curatorial strategy of
distributing degraded remains of a 1975 low-budget, made-for-TV film, The Ghost of Flight 401, to 19
artists. The artists then salvaged and embedded fragments of the film into artworks, including
sculptures, videos, super-8 films, photographs, installations, writings, performances and digital
artworks. While a compelling curatorial premise, the exhibition was characterized more by the
reworking of a filmic archive than the contiguous touch of psychometric clairvoyance.

However, other artistic investigations are more closely aligned with psychometry. Marina Abramovic
undertook a psychometric investigation at Oxford's Pitt Rivers Museum that focused on sensing the
energy of ethnographic artifacts. (10) Likewise, in a performative intervention at Bellevue House, a
living-history museum in Kingston, Ontario, Peter Hobbs handled artifacts that had once belonged to
Sir John A. MacDonald in an attempt to channel the melancholy permeating the period rooms. (11) As
a curator, I have collaborated with psychics on two DisplayCult projects. At Eldon House, an historical
museum in London, Ontario, Lynda Doyle, a fifth-generation London clairvoyant, was invited to
undertake a psychometric reading of the Maid's Bedroom, which revealed that this period room had
been reconstituted with procured period objects rather than relics originating from the house itself.
Nevertheless, stories from the maids' lives were discerned from the space itself and informed a series
of tableaux vivants, during which an audiotape of Lynda's reading was played. (12) As part or 48
Rooms/48 Hours, Montreal clairvoyant Marilyn Rossner became a collaborator by channelling the
ambience of Room 208 in a rooming house that had been given over to artists for two days prior to a
major renovation. Her transmission revealed the emotional trials, wishes and hopes of its waves of
transitory inhabitants over the years, and played in situ during the event. (13)

Given the revived aesthetic interest in such non-canonical social formations as the spiritualist
movement, can intuitive methodologies such as psychometry (denigrated as pseudo-science for over a
century) contribute to the forensic methods of art history? How might psychometry--even as an outsider
epistemology--productively inform and expand techniques that pertain to locating the lost provenance,
attribution and stories of artifacts?

AESTHETIC PSYCHOMETRY and the MEDIUMISTIC AUDIENCE

The idea that the inherent energies of artifacts can be regenerated through psychometry may, in fact,
have influenced the aesthetic ideologies of 19th-century museums. Charles Colbert's contextual study
of James Jackson Jarves (1818-1888) sets an important precedent for understanding the influence of
psychometry on early American art history. The connoisseurship of Jarves, who was at once a
prominent American art historian and a medium, illuminates the critical role that Victorian spiritualism
had on the study and collection of art in 19th-century America. An early experience with the
supernatural was formative for Jarves: as a child, he woke to find the ghost of a woman seated at the
foot of his bed. While travelling in Italy to collect art in 1855, he met Daniel Dunglas Home, a renowned
clairvoyant, and was so convinced by his abilities, that he himself trained to become a medium. (14)
Colbert shows how Jarves' engagement with spiritualism served as the epistemological foundation of
his beliefs and had a significant impact on his art historical method. (15) Spiritualism, as Colbert points
out, served as a soulful consolation to the "grim Calvinism" pervading much of New England. (16) The
role of direct "experience," in contrast to Christian doctrine, was central to spiritualist engagements,
which were derived in part from Emanuel Swendenborg's (1688-1772) reconceptualization of
Christianity in terms of "visionary experiences," and Franz Anton Mesmer's (1734-1815) concepts of
"animal magnetism" as the transmission of electrical life force and "imponderable fluids"--the belief that
energy adhered to objects. (17) The advent of spiritualism can be traced to 1848, when the Fox Sisters-
-Catherine, Margaret and Anne--began their work as mediums, holding public audiences and private
seances with the intent of channelling the spirits of the dead. Their widely publicized performances of
"spiritual telegraphy" contributed to this new American religion's popularity.

At a time when spiritualism and early technologies of communication shared parallel discourses as
wireless communication, (18) Jarves' mediumship inflected his aesthetic method to a significant
degree. In particular, Jarves was compelled by the psychometric idea that psychic vibrations sustained
in objects and places could be clairvoyantly read. Jarves proposed that an "extended gaze" with the
work of art would enable a "spiritual communion" with the spirits of dead artists and deceased subjects.
Extending a spiritualist logic that privileged experience over prescriptive beliefs, Jarves advocated an
ontology of aesthetic apprehension wherein beholders attuned themselves to energies in an object
beyond vision. (19) Perceptual experience was thereby understood to be mediated by the art object
itself, which served as a kind of energetic touchstone. Jarves wrote that psychometric mediumship had
enabled him to "know" artists of the past, including Michelangelo and Fra Angelico, "entering into their
lives so as to feel them bodily present as friends with whom I hold rich converse." (20) Subsequently,
his "conversations" with dead artists informed his writings on art.

The extended gaze generated a sympathetic affiliation stemming from the beholder's ability to discern
the spirit of an artwork by becoming as "sensitive" to it as "the wire to the electrical current." (21) This
mode of engagement--extended gazing at and attunement to an artwork--impacted significantly on the
art audience, which has been encouraged to assume what I would like to suggest is a mediumistic
standpoint in relation to art. Moreover, through a principle of psychometry, immediate contact with art
objects could effect a supernatural conduit with their producers, provenance and history. (22) Because
psychometric encoding resided in the object itself, the authenticity of the object--as a repertoire of
energies--was paramount within Jarves' art historical principles. Consequently, he promoted the
collection of original, canonical European artworks were in circulation. Colbert suggests that the
spiritualist conviction regarding the artwork's ability to sustain the artist's presence influenced the
collecting practices of nascent Victorian fine art museums in the 1870s, such as the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. (23) The centrality of the aura of artworks remains
an important tenet today within the discourse of public art museums, which sustain their role as contact
zones for affective encounters between living beholders and authentic artifacts of the past. (24)

PERFORMING PSYCHOMETRY: the MEDIUMISTIC POINT-of-VIEW

An important antecedent to Jarves' aesthetic psychometry can be found in William Denton's The Soul
of Things: Psychometric Experiments for Re-living History (1863), a foundational work on spiritualist
psychometry that speculates on its value to physiology, anatomy, medical diagnosis, history and art.
Denton theorized that psychometry could convey a range of emotions--love, hate or frenzy--that radiate
from the object to, in his words, "consume like a furnace, and transform into its own nature whatever it
comes in contact with." (25) Likewise, Denton describes how particular contexts, such as houses,
become imbued with the emotional tenor of those who have inhabited them, an influence that is
immediately palpable to those who are clairvoyantly sensitive as they enter the space. (26) While
noting the psychometric implications for art history, Denton's engagement stemmed largely from his
geological interests. Consequently, most of his experiments involved mineral and fossil specimens.

Denton's wife, Elizabeth, who began as a skeptic, became a clairvoyant psychometer of note in 1870s
spiritualist circles. Elizabeth's psychometric mediumship involved holding an object, or placing it over
her forehead, to read its affective and emotional impressions. Over a century later, her first-person
accounts continue to illuminate psychometric mediumship in compelling ways. (27) At the same time,
the memoir of her mediumship conveys a distinct 19th-century structure of feeling in her language and
reactions. For example, she assumes the perspective of becoming the object, as in her "autobiography"
of a boulder found in Jaynesville, Wisconsin:

Elizabeth Denton's mediumistic report "as the boulder" goes on to a firsthand account of an
earthquake, falling into a cavern, erosion into daylight, rising of water, coming of ice and the "scraping,
scratching and grinding" of glacial action. She describes how, at times, impressions pass before her as
a panorama, with the "velocity of lightning" so fast that the contours of objects are imperceptible. At
other times, the psychometric context appears still and fixed. Sometimes only a small area may be
visible, bordered by impenetrable darkness. At times, her perspective moves with a velocity beyond the
force of gravity that she identifies after Aristotle as the "internal action of the sense of vision." (29) She
relates how, while holding a geological specimen, she psychometrically navigates space:

Elizabeth Denton's "sense of position," the means by which she judges her whereabouts as well as her
sense of being in space, inflects proprioception within a paranormal sensorium in compelling ways.
While her reading of an object unfurls in chronological order--the moments of transition, abrupt shifts in
scene, slowed or sped-up perception or stilled perspective and varieties of perspective (from above,
distance, close-up)--all recall the cinematic operations of the Deleuzian "time image" as a series of
juxtaposed "presents" that mutually influence each other. (31)

It is particularly interesting how Elizabeth Denton engages a mode of sensorial dialogue between her
own embodiment and the state where the reading takes her. She describes a manner of split-
subjectivity, that as far as her sensations are concerned, "I can distinguish no difference between that
which appears to ... be my life ... on one side of the globe ... and ... my acknowledged existence on the
other. Certainly the senses--hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting and feeling--are as acute in the former as
in the latter case." (32) This psychometric sense of reading the past through the lens of a situated
present recalls Walter Benjamin's protomystical manner of apprehending dialectical images. (33) While
Elizabeth Denton cannot explain how it happens, her evident bilocation during this state--the being
aware at once of her current life and, at the same time, of telescoping through time into the state of the
object--together pose a mutable subjectivity of the medium beyond the contained self. In another
account, Elizabeth Denton's reading of a fragment from the home of the Roman orator Cicero, in
Pompeii, imparts the mediumistic standpoint as disembodied, oneiric, floating, and strikingly cinematic:

In Elizabeth Denton's fascinating account, her psychometric perspective roves through the space and
collapses time, which is intrinsic to a kind of liminal passage through the object. Moreover, the impulse
of her utterances carry the traces of her sensibility: that she does "not much admire" the style of the art
reveals a critical bias integral to her observation, a point of view as distinctive as that of a
cinematographer, yet at a time 40 years before the invention of film.

PSYCHOMETRIC METHOD in NORMAN EMERSON'S INTUITIVE ARCHAEOLOGY

Over a century later, the "intuitive archaeology" theorized by Toronto professor Dr. Norman Emerson
stemmed expressly from psychometric methods. (35) Emerson, an authority on Iroquois and Huron
history, was a tenured professor at University of Toronto when in 1971 he became intrigued by
clairvoyant George McMullen's ability to hold an artifact and intuitively identify the object, its maker,
owner and the history connected to it. (36) Emerson's conviction that he had "received knowledge
about archaeology, artifacts and archaeological sites from a psychic informant who relate[d] this
information without any evidence of the conscious use of reasoning," (37) risked professional ridicule.
(38) Nevertheless, what had begun as a parlour game became a serious collaboration as Emerson
began to work with McMullen and thereby adopt a supernatural method that, in Emerson's words,
called for "a constantly open, but not uncritical, mind." (39) Notwithstanding the suspicious of his field,
he was well equipped with scientific approaches and tools to test McMullen's findings. (40) Emerson
found that McMullen not only could tune into objects and apparently "move back in time and space" to
relate what role the object had played in the life of an individual or culture, but could also visually
reconstitute fragments and accurately draw how the complete object had originally appeared. In
addition to holding objects, McMullen's psychometric practice also involved proprioception--walking
swiftly over sites, and being able to identify the precincts of villages, palisades, longhouses--which he
then used to cue archaeologists on where to find foundations and objects. McMullen's accuracy was
tested against the results of the excavation by Emerson who claimed, "the proof is in the digging." (41)
Many of Emerson's papers during this period read as testimonials addressed to the discipline of
archaeology. (42) In addition to Emerson's archaeological studies, which are fascinating but beyond the
parameters of this text, (43) his papers on intuitive archaeology comprise a compelling ethnographic
account of working with his friend George, a lateral study from within his own social formation that was
prescient for the time. Importantly, rather than studying George McMullen as an object of
anthropological research, Emerson adopted a psychometric method in his collaborations with him.
Notably, McMullen assessed objects as "hot" or "cold"--the older an object, the colder it felt--which
distinguishes a modality of discerning temperature within psychometric practices. (44) When holding
objects, McMullen could "feel the hands of the maker," and thereby impart how such gestures
comprised aspects of larger cultural contexts and activities. (45) Regarding intuition, McMullen states
that "first impressions tend to be the most important." (46) Likewise, Emerson notes that McMullen's
emotional state influenced his psychometry. Characteristically, he would feel drained after a session,
and the proximity of people close to him including his wife, and at times Emerson himself, could serve
as energetic support. (47)

Emerson's perspective on George McMullen's clairvoyance recalls the mutable standpoint of Elizabeth
Denton:

Not surprisingly, while psychometric archaeological investigation was effective, its epistemological
basis remained outside the social sciences and therefore suspect by mainstream anthropology.
Nevertheless, many respected archaeologists employed at universities and museums throughout
Canada, the United States and overseas have contacted McMullen to secretly work on artifacts and
visit digs. Typically they arranged McMullen's visits to their work sites at night or on weekends when
crews were absent and requested that they remain unnamed. (49) While it had not been established
how psychometry operated, the fact that it did work impelled their covert experimentation.

PSYCHOMETRIC IDENTIFICATIONS

The case study for this paranormal art history project began quite unexpectedly when I attended a
seance-themed fundraising evening at a Toronto historical museum, Spadina House. (50) I was waiting
under a tree on the back lawn for a "phrenology" session, which would be amusingly conducted by an
actor in 19th-century costume who deemed me a good "tinsmith," when Linda McGean stepped out
from the shadows of the evening. We began a casual conversation and she began spontaneously to
clairvoyantly read for me, giving details of people and events in my family that were amazingly
accurate. I was excited to have been found by a genuine clairvoyant, and even more delighted to
discover that we lived in the same Cabbage-town neighbourhood. I invited her to psychometrically read
some protraits in my possession of unknown ancestors by an unknown artist. While a somewhat
unusual proposition, she very generously agreed to try. The paintings had come to me from my
paternal great aunt Kathleen, who lived in Montreal until she died in 1994 at age 99. One day, having
tea beside the portraits in her study, I remember my aunt mentioning that they were ancestors on her
maternal line, but she did not know who they were. Like she did, I sit with these paintings daily. They
are positioned to partake of living-room discussions with visitors, and their gaze catches my eye as I
watch television. Yet, because I never knew who these relatives were, or who might have painted them,
they have remained in a kind of purgatory.

Linda McGean's June 2006 reading of the portraits dated them to 1821. She related that she got a
French Canadian feeling, and the distinct sense of two different languages being spoken around them.
She located the painting's origin as somewhere between Montreal and Quebec City. The sitters lived in
a house with a big front yard with light purple lilac trees, a driveway up the middle and a large porch
with a railing across it. The house was typical for the time, with wide stairs and double doors, a big
foyer and central staircase with rooms on both sides. For reasons of frugality, she said the family lived
on the main floor during the winter, closing off the upper floors because it was cheaper to heat.
McGean felt that the female was older than the male figure, and was living away from her family. In
turn, she saw the male figure working with numbers at a tipped desk, with newspapers and journals
around him. The reading focused for the most part on their emotional lives. She mentioned that the
female figure had made the painter change her appearance in the picture, and that they were painted
to look younger than their ages at the time. (51) During a subsequent reading I asked McGean what the
sitters saw as the portrait was being painted. She replied that the woman was looking directly at the
painter, who was slim, with the longer hair of an artist, while the man was instead looking at the easel
or at the painter's feet. During this reading, she observed the spirits of the couple actually come into the
room to sit with us as guests in the chairs opposite, the lady primly on the left, and the man with his
legs spread out for comfort on the right. (52)

The details of Linda McGean's reading correspond with striking accuracy to genealogical details given
to me by my brother Eric almost four years later. My brother thinks the sitters are Sally Wesson (later
written Weston) (c. 1794-1861), who was born in Groton, Vermont (and the initials "SW" on the book
she holds seem to support this theory) and moved from her Vermont home to marry William Ritchie (c.
1798-1875), a lawyer with the Royal Bank in Sherbrooke, Quebec. They lived nearby in Ascot Corner
on the St. Francis River. Linda McGean's 2006 reading aligns with my brother's geneaological
research: that Sherbrooke lies between Montreal and Quebec City, that Sally was older than William,
and that his profession as a lawyer with the bank involved working with numbers. But even more, her
reading gave a sense of the mood of their lives, their home, their feelings, their wishes and their hopes.
If she was correct about all these aspects, could it also be possible that the atmospheric lives of the
sitters--their house, the yard with purple lilacs, the frugal winter climate on the first floor--as well as the
tenor of their emotional lives, also be correct? If so, psychometry has implications for both questions of
epistemology and methodology, how we can come to know what we know about artworks of lost
provenance. Psychometry detailed not only facts concerning ancestors who, up until then had resided
in the limbo of near-anonymity, but also indicated the tone and texture of these people's lives.

With these cues to the possible identities of the sitters, I then turned to locating the artist who might
have painted them. Early discussions with colleagues gave me the sense that they might have been
the work of an itinerant portraitist operating in 19th-century Lower Canada who painted sitters' heads
over prepared backgrounds. (53) In order to reconstitute their history, I had the paintings professionally
photographed, and, in the spring of 2010, they went from the relative obscurity of my living room to fly
with lightning velocity across the Internet to land in the inboxes of several respected curators. I also
took the paintings to Diana Wiseman, a clairvoyant who has collaborated with law enforcement to find
missing children and people.

As with Linda McGean, Diana Wiseman's clairvoyant reading of the portraits was exploratory for her.
(54) She related to me that the energies pertaining to such old portraits were complex, and involved the
sitters, the artist who had painted them, those who had owned them, and even who had restored them.
For example, she related that a conservator "put much love, energy and tenderness in to these pieces"
and played music while working on them. (55) The following details emerged: the

frames were original; the paintings were completed relatively fast; and neither paint nor materials were
wasted in their production. As she began to channel the artist, Wiseman adopted the first person: "I
was young, I was young, I was a student, I had a way of covering up my mistakes, I was pushed. I
should never have been pushed that much." The painter had many things on the go at once, and did
not work on one piece at a time. At one point, Wiseman referred to the artist as "she" indicating that a
female hand might have had a role in their production--if not the painter, perhaps his assistant. The
portraits were likely commissioned by the female sitter, who was involved "in a big way." Wiseman felt
that these paintings were likely gifts for someone--a fact that was important and which she felt could
solve the mystery. She related emphatically that she had heard the latter almost as if someone was
whispering in her ear. She also informed me of the artist's attitude toward the subjects: she felt that the
painter didn't particularly like the figures, but she also qualified that this sense could carry another
meaning.

When I asked if an itinerant painter had done the portraits, she said, no, they'd been made in the artist's
studio. A key cue for her was that the chairs depicted belonged to the artist. Wiseman asserted,
moreover, that these chairs might appear in other paintings by this same painter. In her reading, the
chairs were highly charged, "more alive than anything" else in the painting, and gave the most clues as
to who the artist might have been. She stated that I might even find the chairs in my travels and
research: it is possible they still exist somewhere in the world. In any case, the painter was "light-
footed," climbed many stairs (the studio might have been upstairs), and there was not much light in the
studio. Wiseman also mentioned that when the paintings were first shown to the sitters, "William" spoke
of some "oddities" in the depiction, spoke sharply to the painter, and insisted that his image be
reworked. So it is not surprising that the painter wasn't happy with him! Strikingly, like Linda McGean,
Diana Wiseman mentioned that the subjects had lived a house that opened onto a large yard--
specifying that the female figure "never wanted to go to the second and third levels," which
corroborated McGean's impression that the family closed off the upper floors in the winter to save on
heat.

Around the same time, I began to hear back from the curators. I had asked them what they could tell
me about the portraits, their manner of production, and who they thought might have painted them.
Rene Villeneuve, Associate Curator of Early Canadian Art at the National Gallery of Canada and
Dennis Reid at the Art Gallery of Ontario both dated the paintings to 1825-30. (56) Reid based his
attribution on the man's dress. (57) He mentioned that these kinds of portraits were done by a range of
painters in this period before the invention of photography. Formally, the compositions were
characterized by a strong focus on the arch of the eye, the bridge of the nose, and the mouth, with
great attention to the decorative details of fashion. This is particularly evident, he pointed out, in the
woman's dress where "SW" appears to be wearing something very "outre," up-to-the moment in
fashion. Acute focus on the minutia of fabric texture, hairstyle and jewellery was common in the works
of itinerant painters of that time, who moved across the border between the northeast United States
and Lower Canada. He noted that the portraits resemble in composition, but appear a little cruder than
ones of Louis Dulongpre (1759-1843), who was born in France and later settled near Saint-Hyacinthe,
Quebec. Reid mentioned another painter, Jean-Baptiste Roy-Audy (1778-c. 1848), who was self-taught
and began his career as a sign painter and furniture builder. Roy-Audy lived and worked mainly around
Quebec, and his peripatetic practice took him to Montreal, and, for a time, to Rochester, New York.
Given the somewhat unresolved modelling of the hands in both figures, I don't think that the
academically trained style of Dulongpre could have produced these paintings, but a 43-year-old Roy-
Audy remains a distinct possibility.

Establishing the attribution of the portraits is now underway. While not confirmed at the time of this
writing, I trust that I may come to know who painted them. Yet what exceeds knowledge of their
provenance are the resonant particulars that emerged through the psychometric readings. Given the
legacy of broken stories within the family, could psychometry not only help resolve the attribution of the
portraits and their related geneaologies, but also perhaps impart these paintings' affective history?

As a form of agency, psychometry's capacity to access the afterlife of long-forgotten artifacts achieves
the museological ideal of bringing artworks to life and thereby offers an intriguing methodology for
animating resonant materiality. I am drawn to understanding the idea of psychometry as an affective
modality of studying art history rather than asserting any literal claims to its "truth." Because it transmits
the specific intensities of objects, psychometry in effect performs the affect--or energies--of artifacts
through the body of the clairvoyant. As evidenced in the intuitive practices of Elizabeth Denton, George
MacDonald, Linda McGean, and Diana Wiseman, psychometry can reveal the affective signatures of
artifacts by empathically accessing the energies that presence the past. The mediumistic standpoint
conjoins feeling and touch, reaching into history to channel the innate knowledge residing in artifacts.
This haptic ability to reconstitute the affective dimensions of artifacts offers a compelling
conceptualization for somatic temporality beyond linear conceptions of art's histories. Because tactility
is central to psychometry, the temporality of objects is not felt abstractly, but concretely: past and
present resonate together during a psychometric reading. Likewise, the idea of psychometry centres on
the capacity of paranormal touch to grasp the history of things through a co-presencing of life and
death, embodiment and cognition, feeling and criticality.

* Jennifer Fisher's research focuses on exhibition practices and the aesthetics of the non-visual
senses. Her anthology, Technologies of Intuition, was published by YYZBOOKS in 2006. Recent
exhibitions include MetroSonics, at the National Gallery of Canada, and NIGHTSENSE, IS projects for
Nuit Blanche 2009. She is Associate Professor of Contemporary Art and Curatorial Studies at York
University.
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